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Associating Liver Partition and Portal Vein Ligation for
Staged Hepatectomy

Pierre A. Clavien, MD, PhD,� and Keith D. Lillemoe, MDy

F ew surgical procedures have triggered so many reactions and emotions as the novel 2-stage
hepatectomy known as the ‘‘associating liver partition and portal vein ligation for staged

hepatectomy’’ (ALPPS) procedure.1,2 Almost every liver surgeon has developed a strong personal
opinion—positive or negative—about ALPPS. The rationale behind this particular attention, perhaps,
relies on the introduction of a highly complex 2-step surgical procedure designed to cure an advanced
and lethal disease (ie, multiple nonresectable liver tumors of various origins), associated with an
enthusiastic editorial in the Journal suggesting that ‘‘this novel concept represents one of the most
promising advances in oncological liver surgery so far.’’2 On one hand, ALPPS triggers a rapid and
spectacular liver regeneration of a small part of the liver after the first stage of the operation, which is
in the range of what is observed after major hepatectomy, but on the other hand it is associated in
several series with poor outcomes and high mortality rates after the second operation (completion
hepatectomy).

Anticipating many controversies, an international registry was put in place shortly after the
initial report of ALPPS in 2012,3,4 which currently counts more than 650 entered cases. Using this
registry and an analysis of more than 100 publications available on ALPPS, a 2-day expert meeting
was convened in Hamburg, Germany in February 2015. Many aspects including technical features
and indications, as well as short and long-term outcome measures were evaluated through pre-
sentations of panels of experts and discussion with the audience. Although this initial meeting was not
a formal consensus conference with a jury, as recently reported for laparoscopic liver resections,5,6 it
nevertheless enabled the identification of key issues. A summary of the main features of the meeting
is presented below in the form of 8 recommendations.7

Considering the 5 developmental stages of a new surgical procedure (IDEAL - Idea -
Development - Exploration - Assessment - Long-term Study), as suggested by the Balliol
group,8–10 ALPPS has reached the third stage, also called ‘‘Exploration Stage.’’ This stage
corresponds to the expansion of a technique creating innovative variants, which in ALPPS already
led to a series of neologisms and acronyms. These terms are inconsistently used throughout the
literature and in the international ALPPS registry, creating the risk of misunderstanding and
confusion. Particularly in this developmental stage, it is essential to secure a common language
to adequately compare and further develop different variants of the original technique. To address this
shortcoming, the founding members and coordinator of the international ALPPS registry worked on a
‘‘consensus’’ terminology for ALPPS11 variants based on the current literature, the ALPPS registry,
and a survey among all members of the registry.
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